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Childhood Ends, Kings and Queens Go Their Way. |
Spatula In The Wilderness

For children of the 70′s and early 80′s Friday is a mixed emotion morning. The deaths of Michael
Jackson and Farrah Fawcett are vivid reminders that we are going forward into middle age and that

the march of history will sweep us up, too. To be sure, Michael and Farrah (for
these were first name stars) were baby boomers, the generation ahead of us,
but they were our stars, our childhood icons. In my mind there is a list of stars
from childhood that I cherish memories of. Some have started to pass away,
most I hope never do.

     Michael was the last real soul superstar. This may seem unlikely at first
thought, knowing that so many have come after him, including Usher, Beyonce

and dozens of others. Michael was dubbed the King of Pop just as hip hop was in it’s first blush. He
represents the last genuine r&b powerhouse performer before the music of black America took on a
nearly completely adversarial edge. As Chuck D once pointed out, Rap music became young black
America’s CNN. Pedestrian songs like “Man in the Mirror” weren’t doing that for anybody. Michael
benefited from a miraculous combination of raw, soulful talent and timing (just like Sinatra, the
Beatles and Elvis. The opening of the long outdated documentary The Complete Beatles put it
best. “They were, above all, very very good, crafting on a singular skill.”). When Motown 25 aired on
May 16, 1983, Marvin Gaye was within a year of his death and the time was right for a young pop
star to emerge out of what was left of the label’s aging roster (Gaye was at CBS already). Michael
was raw and polished all at the same time. He had the songs, the Quincy Jones production, good
looks. The world was his. Never mind what came in his later years. 1984 was Michael’s. He was
generation X’s first experience with record buying in masses, in having a choice in how we dressed
(i.e., those doctored up, vinyl members only jackets every kid begged for). I remember having the
rare choice on a road trip of B.K. or McD. and I chose B.K. because they were selling Victory Tour
posters for a buck. I coughed up my allowance and that poster hung in my room for a year.

     Farrah was trickier. She suffered from the Mclean Stevenson syndrome in which a star leaves a
hit show and can’t catch fire (although she had Burning Bed). She was beyond hot during that one
glorious year of Charlie’s Angels and that counts for a lifetime of achievement. Each of the cast
members of the original Angels had a unique appeal. Jacqueline Smith had (has) a smolderingly
mysterious quality, Kate Jackson had an odd kind of athleticism, but Farrah was like staring at the
sun. Like watching Michael, I  watched her descent into the uneasy, post stardom life of weird
career choices. The late career nudity seemed more humiliating than something that would build a
positive legacy for her. The fountain scene in Robert Altman’s Dr. T. and the Women seemed

autobiographical and sad. As for the Playboy layouts Farrah did in her late
forties…nothing should be said. She was a long way from the iconic 70′s star with
her own shampoo line and dolls made in her image. Michael and Farrah were
both a long way from how we remember them. That’s the point. The world moves
on and creates memory imprints of the good years. I sincerely hope both have
found the peace they were denied in life.
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